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Well, as predicted, the COVID shots have now received a permanent liability shield against injury

and death.

October 20, 2022, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices (ACIP) unanimously (15-0) voted to add unlicensed COVID-19 shots to

the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine schedules.  At the time, the panel justiHed its

decision by saying that "it makes sense" to add the shots since COVID-19 has become endemic

and is not going away.

February 9, 2023, the CDC accepted the panel's recommendation and oPcially added a primary

series of mRNA COVID "vaccine" to its routine immunization schedules for children and adults,

plus a bivalent booster.  As reported by The Defender:

"Although the CDC does not have the authority to set requirements itself, the agency's

immunization schedule provides formal guidance for state and local public health

o>cials who set the rules for which vaccines are required to attend school. The schedule

also is the basis for vaccine recommendations made by most physicians.

'Given all that we have learned about the dangers and ineffectiveness of COVID-19 shots

over the last two years, it is horrifying to see the CDC now recommend this as a routine

shot to children,' Mary Holland, Children's Health Defense (CHD) president and general

counsel told The Defender. 'Although it is unsurprising given the agency capture, it is

nonetheless tragic,' she added."

Summary of the CDC's New COVID Jab Guidelines

The following infographics illustrate the CDCs new guidelines:

While the addition of the COVID shots to the recommended vaccination schedule does not make

the jabs mandatory for school attendance, their inclusion allows states and local jurisdictions to

make them so.

Can FDA Legally Add EUA Jab to Vaccine Schedule?

Importantly, any and all COVID shots administered in the U.S. are Emergency Use Authorized only,

which appears to be in breach of the law. While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted

full approval to PHzer's Comirnaty for people 12 years old and over, Comirnaty is still not available

in the U.S.

As noted by The Defender, this means "all children who get the PHzer vaccine are getting an EUA

product,"  and by law, all EUA products are considered "experimental."  At the end of August

2021, the Children's Health Defense sued  the FDA for violation of federal law by

simultaneously licensing Comirnaty and extending EUA for the PHzer-BioNTech jab.

The CHD argues the licensure of Comirnaty was a "classic bait and switch," as people were told to

get the now "fully licensed" jab, when in fact the shots they received were not licensed at all, but

still the experimental and unlicensed EUA product.

According to the law, EUA can only be given when there's no approved alternative, so once

Comirnaty was approved, the FDA lost its legal ability to preserve ANY of the EUAs. Were the law

followed, Comirnaty would be the one and only COVID jab available in the U.S., but as you know,

that's not the case.
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COVID Shot Is Not Covered by Vaccine Injury Program

What's worse, vaccines on the childhood vaccination schedule are typically covered under the

National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (NVICP), but the COVID shot isn't.

At the same time that ACIP voted to add the COVID shot to the childhood vaccination schedule,

they also decided to exclude the COVID shots from the NVICP. Instead, the jab remains covered

by the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP), which is even more diPcult to

navigate and far more limited in terms of compensation than the NVICP.

So, in other words, not only are children receiving unlicensed experimental mRNA gene transfer

injections referred to as "vaccines," which they aren't, but injured children have virtually no

possibility of receiving any kind of compensation.

The NVICP is notoriously bad when it comes to payouts for injuries, but the CICP is far worse. As

noted by The Defender,  "Since it was established in 2010, the CICP only compensated 30 of the

nearly 12,000 claims Hled."

CDC Director Provides Bogus Explanation

During a February 8, 2023, Congressional hearing on the Biden administration's COVID-19

response, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky was confronted about the agency's decision to add

an EUA "vaccine" to its childhood vaccination schedule, especially seeing how COVID-19 poses

virtually no risk to children.

According to CDC data, only 209 children between the ages of 6 months and 4 years have died

from or with COVID,  and the evidence suggests most children actually died "with" COVID and

from other serious health conditions such as cancer.

Another telling statistic is that the number of toddlers hospitalized with COVID between October

2020 and September 2021 was about half the total number of toddlers hospitalized with

in_uenza the previous winter.  That data, again, comes from the CDC, so clearly, they're fully

aware of how the COVID risk compares to other common infections.

According to Walensky, the reason the ACIP recommended the shot be added was because that's

the only way it can be covered under the CDC's Vaccines for Children program. "It was the only

way that our under-uninsured children would be able to have access to the vaccines … That was

the reason to put it there," she said.

“ The REAL reason the COVID jab was added to
the childhood vaccination schedule is because
that's the only way to permanently indemnify
Pfizer and Moderna from financial liability for
injuries and deaths.”

But something tells me there are several different ways to make sure under-insured children

could have access to the shot without adding it to the childhood vaccination schedule.

It's All About Indemnifying Big Pharma

No, the REAL reason the COVID jab was added to the childhood vaccination schedule is because

that's the only way to permanently indemnify PDzer and Moderna from Dnancial liability for

injuries and deaths. (You can learn more about this indemniHcation process in "The Real Reason

They Want to Give COVID Jabs to Kids," which features my interview with Alix Mayer, board

president of the Children's Health Defense's California chapter.)

And boy, do they need indemniHcation! Late in 2022, it was revealed the CDC has ignored

hundreds of safety signals, including 96 safety signals in the 12- to 17-year-old age group and 66

in the 5- to 11-year-old group.

According to the standard operating procedures  for the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting

System (VAERS), which is run jointly by the CDC and the FDA, the CDC is required to perform

Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR) data mining analyses to identify potential safety problems.

PRR  measures how common an adverse event is for a speciHc drug compared to all the other

drugs in the database.

In September 2022, The Epoch Times asked the CDC to release its PRR results, but they refused.

The results were eventually obtained via a Freedom of Information Act request, and they revealed

hundreds of side effects that met the criteria that should initiate investigation.

One of the few side effects of the COVID jabs that the CDC has actually acknowledged is

myocarditis (heart in_ammation), and a related condition called pericarditis (in_ammation of the

heart sack). Alas, the PRR monitoring results reveal there are more than 500 other adverse

events that have stronger warning signals than either of those conditions!

These shots are the most dangerous medical products the world has ever seen, so of course

PHzer and Moderna want to make sure they cannot be sued into oblivion.

Summary of Potential Safety Problems

Below is a summary of some of the key Hndings from the CDC's PRR analysis.

In individuals aged 18 and older, there are safety signals for 770 different adverse events, and

two-thirds of them (more than 500) have a stronger safety signal than myocarditis and

pericarditis. Of those 770 signals, 12 are brand-new conditions that have not been reported

following other vaccines.

Topping the list of safety signals are cardiovascular conditions, followed by neurological

conditions. In third and fourth place are thromboembolic conditions and pulmonary

conditions. Death is sixth on the list and cancer is 11th. Considering the uptick we've seen in

aggressive cancers, the fact that death tops cancer really says something.

The number of serious adverse events reported between mid-December 2020 and the end of

July 2022 (just over 19 months) for the COVID jabs is 5.5 times greater than all serious

reports for vaccines given to adults in the U.S. over the last 13 years (approximately 73,000

versus 13,000).

Twice as many COVID jab reports were classiHed as serious compared to all other vaccines

given to adults (11% vs. 5.5%), which meets the deHnition of a safety signal.

The proportions of reported deaths, which was only provided for the 18+ age group, was 14%

for the COVID jabs compared to 4.7% for all other vaccines. As noted by Fenton,  "If the CDC

wish [sic] to claim that the probability a COVID vaccine adverse event results in death is not

signiHcantly higher than that of other vaccines the onus is on them to come up with some

other causal explanation for this difference."

In the 12- to 17-year-old age group, there are 96 safety signals, including myocarditis,

pericarditis, Bell's Palsy, genital ulcerations, high blood pressure, menstrual irregularities,

cardiac valve incompetency, pulmonary embolism, cardiac arrhythmia, thrombosis, pericardial

and pleural effusion, appendicitis and perforated appendix, immune thrombocytopenia, chest

pain and increased troponin levels (indicative of heart damage).

In the 5- to 11-year-old group, there are 66 safety signals, including myocarditis, pericarditis,

ventricular dysfunction, cardiac valve incompetency, pericardial and pleural effusion, chest

pain, appendicitis and appendectomies, Kawasaki's disease, menstrual irregularities and

vitiligo.

CDC Lied About POzer Study Results

The CDC has also lied about PHzer's trial results. As noted in an October 31, 2022, tweet from

Rep. Thomas Massie:

"PNzer's original vaccine trial, which contained 1,200 participants with evidence of prior

infection, showed no beneNt from their shots for those who had evidence of prior

infection. CDC lied, said study showed it was 92% e>cacious for those w/ evidence of

prior infection."

Massie — a Republican Congressman for Kentucky and an award-winning scientist — initially

revealed the CDC's error in January 2021, after having tried, in vain, to get the CDC to correct it. I

detailed Massie's efforts in "Why Do Public Health Agencies Reject Natural Immunity?" At the

time, Massie said:

"There is no e>cacy demonstrated in the PNzer trial among participants with evidence of

previous SARS-CoV-2 infections and actually there's no proof in the Moderna trial either …

It [the CDC report] says the exact opposite of what the data says."

CDC Has Automated Data FalsiOcation

On top of all of that, there's evidence suggesting the CDC has automated data falsiHcation to hide

adverse events. When sifting through data from the CDC's Mortality and Morbidity Weekly

Reports (MMWR), The Ethical Skeptic — a data analyst and fraud investigator — discovered that

the CDC is systematically hiding and deleting excess jab-related deaths, particularly in categories

like cancer, cardiac deaths and strokes.

In June 2022, the CDC temporarily paused its MMWR reporting to perform a "system upgrade."

That lasted two months. When it came back online, large numbers of deaths jab-related

categories had been moved, either into the COVID death category or a "holding" category for

undetermined deaths, thereby making it appear as though deaths from cancer, heart attacks and

strokes are far lower than they are.

This gaming of the algorithm appears to have been automated as of that system update.

According to The Ethical Skeptic:

"Excess Cancer Mortality is being concealed through Cancer Multiple Cause of Death

(hereinafter referred to as 'MCoD') categorical reassignment to COVID-19 Underlying

Cause of Death …

Sudden Adult Deaths are being concealed by holding Pericarditis-Myocarditis-Conductive

heart related deaths inside the R00-R99 temporary disposition bucket, far longer than per

historical practice, thereby falsely depleting the associated ICD-10 mortality trend for

these related deaths.

Finally, the CDC is using the exact opposite technique, exploiting Multiple Cause of Death

attributions and adding in completely Nctitious deaths as well, in order to make its mRNA

vaccines appear to be performing better than they are.

The CDC is using Multiple Cause of Death categorical gaming, and is creating novel

death counts, in order to counterfeit an appearance that the unvaccinated are dying at a

rate 12 times that of the vaccinated."

Potential Silver Lining

The stark truth we now face is that the CDC is no longer in the business of protecting public

health. They are securing proHts for the drug industry. If there's a silver lining in all of this, it could

be that the CDC's decision to add an unlicensed experimental product to the childhood

vaccination schedule might just be the thing that makes parents wake up to the bigger picture.

As Holland told The Defender:

"The childhood schedule is already unscientiNc and unjustiNable. Adding this shot may

well be the straw that breaks the camel's back. Parents are likely to resist, Nnally calling

the entire childhood vaccine schedule into question. That day has been long in coming,

but it is now here. I believe we are now watching the beginning of the end of Big Pharma's

reign over the nation's children."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
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by Doctor Joseph Mercola
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ORDER NOW
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COVID Jab Gets Permanent Liability Protection as Predicted
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

October 20, 2022, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) unanimously (15-0) voted to add

unlicensed COVID-19 shots to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine

schedules



February 9, 2023, the CDC accepted the panel’s recommendation and oPcially added

a primary series of mRNA COVID “vaccine” to its routine immunization schedules for

children and adults, plus a bivalent booster



While the addition of the COVID shots to the recommended vaccination schedule does not make the jabs mandatory for school attendance,

their inclusion allows states and local jurisdictions to make them so



Vaccines on the childhood vaccination schedule are typically covered under the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (NVICP),

but the COVID shot isn’t. Instead, the jab will remain covered by the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP), which is even

more restrictive and limited in terms of compensation than the NVICP



According to CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky, the COVID jab was added to the childhood vaccination schedule because it was “the only

way” to ensure under-insured children would have access to it. The real reason, however, is because it’s the only way for drug makers to be

indemniHed against Hnancial liability for injuries and deaths
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It is a crime against humanity for children to be "vaccinated". 10 red _ags in the risk-beneHt analysis of the request to inject children

tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-_ags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneHt  .---- Why would it be administered to vaccinate 6-month-old babies or

10-year-old children through an experimental vaccine that sends a genetic code to their cells, but without safety data and based on

trials that were not carried out with the duration required to adequately assess the safety of the vaccine? There is no reason to do this

because the risk of harm to a child is negligible. Data from the American Academy of Pediatrics showed that “children accounted for

nearly 0% of all COVID-19 deaths, with 10 US states reporting zero child deaths.

www.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/childr..  .----- "Please do not allow another child to be poisoned,

harmed, shortened or killed.

These fraudulently promoted dangerous gene injections alter the activity of human cells in such a way that our own cells

mass-manufacture most of the poisonous element ( and patented) of the SARS C0V2 virus: the spike protein. In addition to directly

poisoning many tissues and organs rich in ACE2 receptors, this spike protein also causes massive immune system failure. Worsens

coronavirus infections, poisons many organs, including our brains , heart, reproductive organs Data from the UK show that children are

up to 100 times more likely to die within 8 months of an injection than without it.”
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This is a massive crime against humanity; mass murders and assaults; founded on fraud, so there should be no compensation

for the perpetrators. I call on all of us, including police, military, courts, militias, teachers, politicians, doctors, nurses, parents and

all good people, to do our duty. Save the children. Save each other." drtrozzi.org/.../linea-en-la-arena-nios-guerra-y-deber

 (2022).---- "PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASE GROUP (GPIP) POSITION PAPER ON THE IMMUNE DEBT OF THE COVID-19

PANDEMIC IN CHILDHOOD, HOW CAN WE FILL THE IMMUNITY GAP?" YOU CANNOT, IT IS NOW DAMAGED, RSV IS EXAMPLE.

We have damaged children's innate immunity & the needed training with the 3 years of non-sensical lockdown lunacy, legacy of

Fauci & Birx & Francis Collins, pain & death of our kids, now with vaccine. The COVID vaccine has failed and no statistical zero

risk child must be in receipt of these shots. None. No healthy child has died from COVID post infection. Parents should

understand this.palexander.substack.com/p/pediatric-infectious-disease-group?utm_sourc..  (11/20/2022) COURT DATE FOR

PFIZER WHISTLE BLOWER, BROOK JACKSON, ANNOUNCED.

1 MARCH 2023. Brook Jackson, the clinical trials supervisor who blew the whistle on PHzer over its testing of Covid vaccines,

has announced that a court date has been assigned to her case. It will be held on March 1, 2023 at 2:00 pm at the Jack Brooks

Federal Courthouse in Beaumont, Texas. The critical point: "All parties are required to attend in person."

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/court-date-for-pHzer-whistle-blower?utm_..  (02/19/2023)
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It is indeed a murderous crime against humanity but its going ahead regardless. Its obvious nothing is stopping these inhumane

acts fostered on children and adults. Dr Mercola thank you for all the truths you bring and all you do. I wish these "corrupt

lettered organisations" had some of your integrity.
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Gui, Considerations to starting a new business called PTL, (Pass The Loot.) # 1 Have the taxpayers fund research and

development. Check. # 2 Do we control the entities and institutions or have our own people in place who will decide who can get

the funding? Check. # 3 Are the Politicians on our payroll, uh, receiving our campaign contributions? Check. # 4 Are the Media

Outlets on our payroll, uh, very receptive to our advertising? Check. # 5 Is the world dominant search engine and High-Tech

Social Platforms on board with censorship, uh, that is our version of the truth? Check. # 6 Do we have a severely hampered

tracking system in place to cloud, daze and confuse the general public? Check. # 7 Can we launch this product worldwide so very

few are left out?

Check. # 8 Have all the above put in place laws and regulations with little to no teeth so we can pump out anything we please?

Check. #9 If any get by any of the above is there a kangaroo Court, uh, strike that, just court, where if pennies do get paid out it

isn't by the business, it will be the taxpayers? Check. # 10 Do we have the assurance of former Tobacco Lawyers they can hold

back any meaningful liabilities or negative court outcomes until we collect billions in proHts? Check. # 11 Hey good to go, Pass

The Loot! You can send all you hold near and dear and especially cash to Pass The Loot! God Bless America, uh, strike that, God

Bless Me. God Bless I, Me, Mine.
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Guillermou what this represents is the actions of a group of criminals, with details of their actions, starting now more than 18

months ago with additional information of such criminality being regularly cited, to what must be numerous police services world

wide, have set out to claim that they can now say; we cannot be held responsible for our actions in law because we have stated

we are now to be seen as "Above the law". As I am reasonably certain, (I am not a direct party to the internal discussions of the

United Kingdom police service to whom I have cited my concerns), that all of these actions are now being closely monitored by

the police, even perhaps, reading these comments .

. . then we must now also reasonably assume, that these crimes are being closely noted, with action against them soon to be

announced. It remains my belief that the United Kingdom Police are fully professional and having been presented with detailed

evidence of the crimes being committed, they will not be deterred from further action by criminals who have the temerity to

suggest that they are above the law. Lord Denning had conHrmed to me that the rule of the law applies to everyone. Time is of

the essence.
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Thanks Just (excellent exposition), ChrisColes and MoMac46 (very well expressed crimes of big criminals). These crimes apply

to innocent children: 10 WORST HAZARDS OF THE COVID VACCINES 7 of these hazards were known by scientists prior to

release of the COVID vaccines. 13 of the 33 endnotes below are from 2020 and earlier, prior to peak uptake. Any one of them is a

stop signal. Steve Kirsch recently asked me about the top Hve points of my book Neither Safe Nor Effective: The Evidence

Against COVID VaccinesNor Safe Nor Effective: The Evidence Against COVID Vaccines. It was diPcult to narrow the list down to

Hve. So here are ten that I consider essential red _ags.

Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 below are rarely discussed, even by those of us who have been early critics of COVID vaccines. Each

of the ten is and has been prohibitively expensive for the use of mRNA technology and coronavirus vaccination of any kind in

healthy populations. Therefore, fully informed and uncoerced consent is required prior to use. The ten points address safety

rather than ePcacy. It was diPcult to narrow the list down to Hve. So here are ten that I consider essential red _ags.

colleenhuber.substack.com/p/10-worst-hazards-of-the-covid-vaccines?utm..  (02/21/2023)
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Here are part of the culprits for the deaths and damage of biological weapons against COVID-19: PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY

MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES ENTERPRISE. Who’s who of American government biomedical terrorists, murderers and thieves.

More research needed about the legal status of government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) but they seem to be another

public-private partnership structure shielded from public oversight by corporate secrecy privileges, and shielded from market

forces (such as consumer demand) and legal liability by government policy-setting (such as product-use “mandates”),

money-printing powers and liability immunities.

“I think the PHEMCE is for the pharmaceutical-bioweapons industry what the Federal Reserve is for the banking industry.” The

Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise (PHEMCE) was established by the Department of Health and

Human Services (HHS) in 2006, and codiHed by Congress in 2019, to advance the country's medical countermeasure (MCM)

preparedness against chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and emerging infectious disease threats. In the link its

members, including Gary Disbrow, director of BARDA and Anthony Fauci. Also functions of PHEMCE-SIP 2022.

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/public-health-emergency-medical-counterme..  (12/20/2022) Also US federal crimes for which

there is evidence to prosecute Covid-19 bioterrorists who occupy US government positions.

And a starter list of defendants. Originally published Aug. 9, 2022. Occasionally updated with additions. The PHEMCE members

are a sub-set of the larger group of US government bioterrorists. US FEDERAL CRIMES FOR WHICH THERE IS EVIDENCE TO

PROSECUTE COVID-19 BIOTERRORISTS WHO OCCUPY US GOVERNMENT POSITIONS. And a starter list of defendants.

bailiwicknews.substack.com/.../us-federal-crimes-for-which-there  (08(09/2022)
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bigpHARMa. Please pass that one-word slogan around as widely as possible! I address this to all forum members and friendly

readers here! This belongs to the public ,and not to me. Please spread it widely! Thank you for fostering critical thinking! (Some

may disagree, but they will soon Hnd out the truth and only regrettably, just how wrong, oh how very very wrong, they really were!

The truth will out!)
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Yes, I do understand, but yes "parents" are responsible for that....Period
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Thank you Mirandola, yes, "The truth will out!". Brave people are in that line: Dr. Ladapo wrote a letter to criminals: Rochelle

Walensky (head of CDC) and Robert Califf (FDA Commissioner), asking them to explain the bodies left in their wake over the past

2 years in Florida. Ok, he didn't call them criminals, I do. His study of VAERS records identiHed 4400% increase in life threatening

conditions reported after the rollout of the injections Senator Johnson wrote 50+ letters to criminals and was similarly ignored by

all of HHS and labeled by Peter Marks (Head of CBER, FDA) as a “misinformation spreader”

sashalatypova.substack.com/p/_orida-surgeon-general-joe-ladapo?utm_so..  (02/21/2023)
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THE COMMISSIONERS LETTER This is the blueprint on how to articulate to local government oPcials and law enforcement that

the COVID-19 injections are bioweapons and how they can either report a crime or be an accomplice. This SubStack article is a

copy of the letter I sent to Collier County Commissioners recommending that they return a $1.4mm NIH grant that included

funding educational’ materials and programs that advocated for COVID-19 vaccination. This letter was the catalyst that enabled

me to publicly present evidence that the COVID-19 injections are bioweapons to the commissioners and over 200 residents in a

government building on February 14, 2023.

The commissioners voted unanimously to return 100% of the NIH funds. The letter closes with my offer to assist the

commissioners in educating Collier County residents regarding the dangers of the COVID-19 bioweapon injections and how the

residents can move forward with criminal charges. I am eternally grateful to Commissioner Chris Hall for strongly advocating to

give me the opportunity to speak at the February 14, 2023 Commissioners meeting.

I am thankful for Commissioners Kowal and Saunders in supporting Commissioner Hall’s stance. Commissioner LaCastro sent

an email communication on February 15th encouraging me to follow-up with the county manager to provide additional

educational materials for consideration to be distributed to Collier County residents.

karenkingston.substack.com/p/the-letter-to-the-commissioners?utm_sourc..  (02/21/2023)
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Excellent Gui, the Commissioners Letter shows ground can be taken and how it can be done!
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At this point I can only shake my head in wonderment that a very large number of the United States' population can be so apathetic and

stupid. The same goes for the people of the entire Western world.
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Apathy invites such behaviour. Just look at the state of the average citizen, all self induced inspite of the best health information

availabe in history. Wasnt so long ago that most believed "a Mars a day helps you work rest and play" I cant help seeing thisbas a

part of the evolutionary process. I also understand the reincarnation factor, so am not a cruel observer.
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BigFletch, I agree with you 100% that "apathy invites such behavior". People need to hold boundaries, and speak up. When they

don't, the powers that be, quite literally get away with murder. I really appreciate what Otis (one of our bloggers) is doing, by

handing out pocket Constitutions when he holds up signs and talks to people. People are lacking in education when it comes to

the Constitution (me oh my, can anybody imagine why such an education is lacking in our schools?) Given education and

peaceably vocalized boundaries working together, the dynamics can shift. Contrary to popular belief, I have seen authorities and

powers that be, turn around 180 degrees when the law was invoked. Time for a change? Then speak up, knowledgeably and in

the right moments, and we can see things turn around. Those who do not listen, do not belong in public oPce, get 'em out of

there! We do not pay our taxes to be abused, for heaven's sake!
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For the past two and a half years, the majority of humanity has universally acted as non-human members of an indifferent mob

based on “Mob Formation Psychosis”. Rational and critical independent thought disappears entirely when the crowds gather; this

attitude based on what is known as 'group think', which really means, no intelligent or intellectual thinking at all, just agreement

without exception with the majority. The dynamic of group lies and propaganda, something I refer to as societal shared

obsolescence, is the central underlying premise expected and demanded by the ruling 'elite'. This state of mind of the masses

can only lead to total failure and self-induced slavery, so any expectation of safety in numbers in this circumstance is

foolish.------------------------------------- --------------------------Some states are reacting: IDAHO CONSIDERS BANNING ADMINISTERING

MRNA VACCINES Two Idaho Republican senators have introduced a bill that would effectively criminalize anyone who

administers a mRNA Covid-19 vaccine with a misdemeanor.

Sen. Tammy Nichols and Rep. Judy Boyle sponsored HB 154, a short one-page bill that will prohibit the further use of mRNA

vaccines. The bill states: “A person may not provide or administer a vaccine developed using messenger ribonucleic acid

technology for use in an individual or any other mammal in this state.”

winepressnews.com/2023/02/19/idaho-considers-banning-administering-mrn..  (02/20/2023)
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Guillermou wow! Good news. I think I will move to Idaho. Further, as regards the silence of the scams, it takes two hands to clap.

The silence is participation. WIth athletes collapsing on the Helds, does Everybody feel the need for change? I smell it coming.

Thank you again for the good news, Guillermou, and hooray! Though frankly ,given the athletes collapsing from heart

in_ammation, and the "Your Jab Or Your Job" coercion, I think the misdemeanor is far too under-stated. It needs to be a

pre-meditated violent felony, really. And "For the Greater Good" needs to be struck down as malice aforethought, and covering up

murder. Hissing snake poison, alright.
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I Hnd that the most terrifying of all!! Absolutely pitiful
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Thanks Gui, "IDAHO CONSIDERS BANNING ADMINISTERING MRNA VACCINES Two Idaho Republican senators have introduced a

bill that would effectively criminalize anyone who administers a mRNA Covid-19 vaccine with a misdemeanor." Let's hope many

more follow, GLOBALLY!
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Yes, Mirandola and Just. Republican lawmakers from Idaho have introduced a bill that will make it a crime to administer mRNA

vaccines in the state, citing safety concerns, which would apply to COVID-19 vaccines manufactured by companies like PHzer

and Moderna. “Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a person may not provide or administer a vaccine developed using

messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) technology for use in an individual or any other mammal in this state. A person who violates

this section is guilty of a misdemeanor,” according to House Bill 154 (pdf) presented to the state’s House Health and Welfare

Committee on Feb.

15. The bill was introduced by state Sen. Tammy Nichols and Rep. Judy Boyle. While promoting the bill before the committee,

Nichols pointed out that there have been “more and more concerns rising” about the mRNA vaccines. “We have issues that this

was fast-tracked, there’s no liability, there’s no access to data, risk-beneHt analysis has not been done, there’s no informed

consent,” she said. www.theepochtimes.com/idaho-lawmakers-seeking-to-criminalize-injecting..  (02/20/2023)
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Correct! If you hadn't noticed prior to the bio weapons release, how incredibly ignorant people are, we certainly know now.
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The increasing numbers of fat people around are disturbing, even stores have fat mannequins now. Like the cruise ship people in

the Wall-E movies - fat, apathetic, lazy and everything handed to them. That is what these demons envision for humanity. Getting

or staying healthy is our best suit of armor to supplement our armor of God. Just say no to seed oils - check your labels they

show up everywhere now! And of course kicking soda and fast foods to the curb is the least you can do. Sending prayers and

love to all you great people!
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Amerikan Populations in "general" are "Brain damaged"...Period !!!!
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Stephjask, in case you have not followed along, these mRNA drug therapies were initially intended to cross the bbb to treat brain

cancers. Neurological side effects ARE among the PRIMARY side effects being reported. How many are already affected?
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cancers. Neurological side effects ARE among the PRIMARY side effects being reported. How many are already affected?

diPcult to tell as some shots were blanks, others had little mRNA. Its what they are now calling "Russian Roulette with a syringe".
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM
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Title of the article should have read, "CDC Unanimously Legalizes Genocide".
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Deserved title. The CDC commits a crime against children based on the ignorance of the parents. States must be aware of such

ignorance and ban mRNA bioweapons.
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Lionel11
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And we think Putin is our enemy? LOL. The enemy of my enemy is my friend.
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11Mic22hael33
Joined On 5/16/2021 9:08:24 AM
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So, these psychopaths are now adding the "vaccine" to the childrens schedule, even though it is now COMMON KNOWLEDGE that the

"vaccine" causes disease and death??? Do we need any more proof that this is nothing less than depopulation mass murder with malice

aforethought? It is a deadly poison, yet they just keep PUSHING IT on the people.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right? They continue to double, triple down pushing more of the same while out of the other side of their mouths they are putting

out Trial Forgiveness Balloons asking for forgiveness when they have actually stepped up what they are asking forgiveness for!

Psychopaths, Sociopaths, Narcissistic Mental Cases in the Extreme.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is depopulation alright, only that the vast majority are blinded with globalist razzle-dazzle and so are unable to see that which

is hidden in plain sight: murder. It could still turn out to be the perfect crime unless we can make them open their eyes even a bit.

And so, since they are dazzled with all that razzle, they are unable to invoke their critical faculties to even start looking deeper.

These poor folk are going to lose their children in less than ten years and will never know how it all had to happen that way, much

less why. Sad, so very sad. Anybody who takes the time to study all of the facts that have been brought to light by top scientists,

doctors, and investigative journalists on the nature of the vaccine and it's mode of operation in the human body can only

conclude it is a bioweapon, not a vaccine.

The agenda is clear: depopulation. The most effective way to do this is to get rid of the young ones as and when or after they are

born. The reason they can do this without even a *** on their conscience is that they fervently believe the religious doctrine that

committing crimes is okay if the larger purpose and outcome is of global beneHt (i.e., doing good). So, it is okay to kill even

children if it serves to stop the earth from warming up and melting all the ice on the polar caps. They are killing the few to save

the many (or so they reason). So very noble, and yet do not tell the masses as they are too dumb to understand.
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That it was unanimous is beyond disgusting. Feared all along, this is the greatest offense to our future.
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The only way this may change? Publicly publish before an election just who owns whom. Likely never happen as long as the purse

strings of the various media are owned, body and soul, by the various Pharmacy companies. Breaking that control might have an effect.

History says different. Congress has been a rich lawyer's club for a very long time.
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forbiddenhealing
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Given the long history of our evil empire; whaddya expect?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Agree - "The Insecure Superpower" www.counterpunch.org/.../the-insecure-superpower     "The U.S will spend more than $817

billion for its military next year, more than the next nine nations in the world combined, not including $300 billion for veterans,

$115 billion for military retirements, $80 billion for clandestine services and $60 billion for Homeland Security. That level of

spending on security  more than $1.3 trillion (a quarter of the entire U.S. budget)  is so high that signiHcant new investment in the

health, safety or welfare of Americans is nearly impossible. Defense expenditure also crowds out spending to mitigate global

warming. The U.S. therefore, isn’t just the insecure superpower, it’s the self-harming, possibly even suicidal superpower. The

country urgently needs an intervention  when will it get the help it needs?"
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, “environmental destruction. Economic injustice and inequality. rentier capitalism. Corruption. Constant escalation of police

militarization. High imprisonment. Increased censorship on the Internet. And all while wealth and resources are taken from the

people and dumped into global power agendas that do not beneHt them and that in fact impoverish and endanger them as “great

power competition” of the empire against Russia and China deploys an economic war that empties their wallets and threatens

their lives with risky nuclear weapons. All of these are egregious attacks on our well-being that would not be tolerated except for

our susceptibility to large-scale psychological manipulation. We are encouraged to accept a level of self-sacriHce more

appropriate for bees and ants than for highly evolved mammals, all because our relationship with thought makes it diPcult for us

to distinguish reality from narrative..“ www.lewrockwell.com/2023/02/no_author/narrative-is-used-to-override-he..  (02/21/2023)
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The country is suicidal, people depressed/demoralized/paralyzed..that's the control plan...there's yer unquestionable symptoms

doctor...got a pill? or get a revolution! www.lewrockwell.com/2022/09/capt-randall/why-the-demand-for-fentanyl/
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rrealrose
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HI Capt'n! Watched this after reading your satanistic post from yesterday: ATTORNEY TODD CALLENDER & DR. LEE VLIET - THE

BATTLE FOR HUMANITY - - www.bitchute.com/.../JPkv1xTzJ1Sr  - - the Hrst 10-12 minutes of this discussion are stunning,

watch/listen for yourself!
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Rrrreal...So they push Jesus and weapons to Zelensky in the same breath...Hypocrisy overwhelming!
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One more from "The Burning Platform." MARCH OF FOLLY: FALL OF AMERICAN EMPIRE.

 www.theburningplatform.com/2023/02/19/march-of-folly-american-empire/#..      “A phenomenon noticeable throughout

history regardless of place or period is the pursuit by governments of policies contrary to their own interests. Mankind, it seems,

makes a poorer performance of government than of almost any other human activity. In this sphere, wisdom, which may be

deHned as the exercise of judgment acting on experience, common sense, and available information, is less operative and more

frustrated than it should be. Why do holders of high oPce so often act contrary to the way reason points and enlightened

self-interest suggests? Why does intelligent mental process seem so often not to function?”  Barbara W. Tuchman, The March of

Folly: From Troy to Vietnam
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Barbara Tuckman? A historian's name not heard much for the past 35 or 40 years.
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Rrrreal...I don't need no expert to tell me I'm standing in a mound of Hre ants...I get it!
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Joined On 2/18/2023 5:03:54 AM
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I rarely comment on the posts I read but this latest news beggars belief. WHO owns countries and populations these days? Pun

intended. Revolving doors, alphabet agency personnel swinging happily from government to very well paid posts in the private sector -

the very companies and industries they were supposed to patrol and keep in order. Jolly and proHtable game all round. For them. For

now. Do any of these people have children, I wonder? Are they so blinded by the sight of big bucks that they just don't care about the

future of humans or the rest of this planet that we share? Well, I don't know about you, but I've seen growing kickback over the past

couple of years, fuelled by sites such as this and webinars on how to best look after ourselves and our health, and I reckon hopefully the

tide is turning - enough to bring a sea change soon and turn things around. It won't take that many of us...
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tiggy - I wish you were right "the tide is turning" - perhaps not! I just spoke to my nephew (64 years old) and a academic! He

cannot see the truth at all. He thinks "it will be interesting to see how far technology take us human or not" He and his family are

fully jabbed, luckily they have had no bad effects with the shots. He thinks its good the government managed to get the vaccines

out in time. Hopeless, I will just talk about golf or football when next in his company as I'm wasting my breathe on him.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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The woke can watch videos of the vaxed collapsing and dying and they're cool with it. How do you teach these people anything?

We're backed up against the wall.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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Mass formation psychosis is real.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This shot program is based on fraud, deception, lies, and unscientiHc data. This is illegal and proves the corruption that exists within

our medical, pharmaceutical community is driven by proHt and depopulation by the lawlessness that exists in this country

masterminded by the globalists. The real data needs to be presented in Federal Court that will stop all shots immediately.  Depopulation

is PHzers priority.
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They know that children won't know any better when it comes to side effects. They will just adapt to their new world (new world order)

and think this is normal. When they have children they will more likely insist that they get inoculated because they don't know any better.

The best age for this to insure these kids never know what hit them is before 12 months! Any neurological or cardiovascular damages

done by the jabs can be passed off as genetic/birth defects. It's a perfect scam that's guaranteed to work because the indoctrination

camps (schools) will MANDATE it. It's the way of Marxism.
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ProximaC
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Exactly. But it's probably more Malthus than Marx. Perhaps 70% Malthus, 30% Marx. The methods are Marxist (the evil). The

rationale is Malthus (the "good"). Do 30% evil to achieve 70% good.
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If you are surprised by this you have not paid attention for past 30 years. Pharma does pretty much as it pleases with those they own in

Washington. ZERO accountability and so it goes
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It needs to come down to “if you are going to try to force my child to accept a death shot and you succeed, you too will receive a death

shot!” PERIOD DOT! The order followers need to start to be in fear for their own lives, that’s the only way this ship is going to be turned

around.
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Amen!
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The inventors of the virus, the orchestrators of the plandemic and the creators of the mRNAlien death jabs know that their evil scheme

has been discovered, and rightly suspect that atrocities trials and the gallows are in view for them as for Hendish medical and social

experimenters in the 20th century. This is their last attempt to use the economic and political power that they have acquired to save

themselves from the condign consequences of their evildoing.
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The old people will die off anyway. The attack is focused on the middle aged and the children. The more mRNA injections you get, the

closer you are to death. Make no mistake about it...your government wants you dead and gone.
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Yes the jab sterilizes too. What a horriHc concoction!
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Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone on the ACIP committee needs to be charged with involuntary manslaughter or attempted murder and jailed. Maybe an

Attorney General can initiate it and also check their bank accounts for collusion (another charge). There must be consequences.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking at the Hrst two diagrams for jabs schedules for ages of the children, the second one for the children who ARE

immunocompromised appears the same - only the background colour has changed. Did I miss something?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 3:01:42 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only difference I saw was the healthy children have 4-8 weeks recommended wait between doses. The immune

compromised children only have 4 weeks between doses (or whatever the minimum time was)! I had to go back & look more

closely after seeing your comment.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 3:51:12 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just the gut speaking but it seems why would we be endorsing an experimental Jab on anybody Immune Compromised, let alone

children when it has been blatantly obvious it compromises the immune system?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 4:32:20 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juststeve hit the bullseye - absolutely no justiHcation to "protect" immunocompromised people, children or adults, by using shots

that are known to cause autoimmune conditions of any form, unless your intent is to seriously shorten their lifespans. Oh, but

years of being so brainwashed that these shots offer protection (NOT! instead offer even more toxins) most cannot see the

forest for the trees. Just keep adding to the toxic load, and compromising further. Idiots abound.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 1:16:35 PM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the good work, Dr. Mercola. "Well done, thy good and faithful servant . . . "

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 9:18:27 AM
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is criminal. What happened to our ANTI-TRUST laws?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not an anti-trust issue, it is "Agency Capture" by big Pharma and Gates Foundation. The CDC Foundation is a big issue, and

should be disbanded. Appears with all their proHts and in_uence over the years, Pharma has bought the FDA and the CDC.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what happened to LAW itself and accountability

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/21/2023 8:24:58 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock12 - the better question is where has our do-nothing Congress been for the past 30 years? (hint: investing in

Pharma). Just when existing structures look absolutely impossible to comprehend, things get worse! It all needs to percolate up

and into the light, suspect we are only at the tip of this iceberg.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing is permanent. No liability protection is permanent. We can change it. It's diPcult, but not impossible. The problem is how?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ONLY true way is to END lobbying and to remove the CANCEROUS perps who orchestrate all of it and then place citizen

audited replacements holding them to REAL account. Same people in the same positions being funded by the same corrupt

political in_uence year after year after year. ZERO real accountability
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Versatile, how? I really hope that there will be class action lawsuits, I am talking about coming out of every corner of everywhere,

in mobs and masses, as the newest form of peaceably Hghting back. Peaceable warfare, if you will. And I hope this happens. If

some lose, others will win, and those wins will set precedents for further,future wins. We have to keep on persisting. Change will

happen, if we work for it! I far prefer to see class action lawsuits to war. I don't ever want to see war. Horrible.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@versatile Well these people are in the process of cultivating a whole world of enemies right now. I'm sure at the start of WWII

few could see the level of worldwide allied co-operation (and sacriHce) that would ensue, even given some dirty players in the

business Held.
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This just makes my blood boil! >:(
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear ya, but the majority are in the Boiling frog syndrome !!!!!!!
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Sue6876
Joined On 9/27/2020 3:07:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horrifying!!! And no one knows the long term effects? Today’s 6 month old may have a pacemaker placed by 2 years old and dead by

Hrst grade.  Unanimous!!! Really! I am so sad for the future lives and glad I lived most of my life before this insanity.  It’s time for

mandatory psych evaluations for all government and executive level oPcials who are in positions to harm others. I have always

believed management of anyone should come with licensure. Maybe phizer/Moderna are not liable- but make anyone involved in

recommending, counseling or administering these shots into people personally responsible for bodily harm and manslaughter with loss

of careers, Hnes the size of their life savings, and prison time. There are ways to prevent this from going forward. Marketing campaigns,

bumper stickers, real life videos depicting trauma   People are dying and children will too.
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JoebLowe
Joined On 1/7/2023 5:41:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be my opinion that the CDC ought to be defunded and go by the wayside with the FBI and most other "three letter" agencies.

Enough is enough.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "root cause" has always been about the money. Federal spending - $4.1 Trillion. www.usaspending.gov/.../covid-19
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This appears so illegal, agency is ignoring protocols and US laws "they" do not agree with. AND this is Walensky plans to "revamp" the

CDC? its a joke along with their non-existent safety trials. The biggest joke is these shots are not uniform, with known contamination

and quality defects (nothing seems to match what the FDA was told) may mean these manufacturers are still liable for selling defective

products. Time will tell. Here's the last presentation given in Sweden, Jan 21(?) 2023, after Sasha Latypova and Dr. Malone, Jessica

Rose ended the presentations- - mRNA technology: Lessons and consequences  FULL - -

rumble.com/v29r5r4-mrna-technology-lessons-and-consequences-full.html  - about a half hour long presentation.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, ROSE, Americans watched in dismay as Walensky, Fauci, Hotez and others did their best to deliver a soft message about the

diminishing effectiveness of Covid mRNA injections. From 95% effective, according to the PHzer press release, to cannot, will not

stop transmission or infection. All along, we knew before the Hrst shootings in American arms that PHzer never tested whether

they stopped transmission or death, no matter the safety concerns. The fact that people like Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci, Dr.

Collins, all the 'in_uencers' who got paid, as we now know, said 'sure and effective', this calls for criminal charges. This could be a

conspiracy to murder. And members of the media could also be complicit in the murder." Joe Biden, Anthony Fauci, Vivek Murthy,

Rochelle Walensky change the topics so much that even those who still listen to them begin to see them for what they really are.

Dictator Biden and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky pushed for seditious vaccine mandates, months after assuring the American

people there would be no mandates. Never before in history has a US president resorted to such measures, which many view as

treason and seditious conspiracy. Dr. Jane Ruby said that Dr. Rochelle Walensky, the head of the CDC, is among the Wuhan

coronavirus conspirators, people and agencies who planned the mandatory injection program in 2015. She added that everything

the CDC has done and published on its website and other oPcial communications amounts to fraud and lies in conspiracy to

commit acts of murder and terrorism against the people of the United States of America.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/didnt-age-cdc-chief-says-will-no-forc..

 www.brighteon.com/4b8b8668-8247-46a9-bed8-ca3265bcfca7  (2022)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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The truth is behind the scenes: The WEF and Big Pharma have been very interested in promoting gene therapies for many years.

MRNA was a vehicle to achieve this goal. Nobody wanted these products, but the globalists wanted to sell them because they

saw HUGE money in it. (and possibly a vehicle to accomplish many more nefarious purposes). Had it not been for the constant

misdiagnosis due to Hnancial incentives and denial of early treatment, C-19 would have resulted in a fatality rate that may have

been lower than the annual _u. but what was done to provide cover for corrupt oPcials using "emergency law" to circumvent

proper security protocols.

Some of the investigational drugs are classiHed as gene therapies by the FDA and EMA, and the FDA has indicated that

investigational drugs will be reviewed within its Center for Biological Research and Evaluation, or CBER. Associating these

investigational drugs with gene therapies could result in increased regulatory burdens, harm to research reputation, or negative

business impact. There have been few approvals of gene therapy products in the United States or in foreign jurisdictions, and

there have been well-reported signiHcant adverse events associated with their testing and use. Gene therapy products have the

effect of introducing new DNA and potentially irreversibly changing the DNA in a cell. Conversely, it is highly UNLIKELY [emphasis

added] that the mRNA will localize to the nucleus. In the EU, mRNA has been characterized as a gene therapy drug.

tomrenz.substack.com/p/mrna-its-a-gene-therapy-and-they?utm_source=%2F..  (02/04/2023)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Gui, posted earlier by Steve Kirsch: "New Zealand government data shows that the COVID vaccines make you MORE likely to

die from COVID (not less)" - - stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-zealand-government-data-shows  - - Just watch as "experts" in

positions of authority try to talk their way out of negative ePcacy and these NZ numbers!! - - - - AND here's a quick but spurious

fact check! "Fact check: COVID-19 mRNA vaccines cannot cause the disease, don't have live virus" - -

www.msn.com/en-us/health/other/fact-check-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-canno..  - - another joke from undereducated fact

checkers.
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sda9366
Joined On 8/19/2019 10:59:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Educate parents, and people generally, that the reason to get covid jabs on the childhood schedule is to create lawsuit immunity. Do this

at every opportunity. I have been doing it at union meetings, where many obey slavishly to government orders.
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Joined On 8/19/2019 10:59:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bobby Kennedy video keeps cutting out.
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pisces
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:39:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any truth to the rumor(?) that there were at least three different types of of Covid shots; one was a placebo, another shot

actually had live virus such that if a person isn't injected, they would be after having received the shot, and the third type was a kill shot.

Since there were no actual trials made, unless the shots were mixed among the population, any deaths would have shown a direct link

to having received the shot(s).  Am I looking at this the right way?
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Joined On 9/8/2010 9:08:21 PM
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Dr. Mercola, I believe every word you say and have the utmost respect for you. I don’t know how you have withstood all that you were up

against. My question to you is what can the average person do to make a stand? Can we join together to achieve this aim? Thank you.
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Gerry.Coogan
Joined On 12/8/2020 6:30:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nuremberg 2.0 can't come soon enough.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think many people are waking up to the fact that vaccines are poison and many of these mental conditions children and young adults

are experiencing more and more are a result of the garbage that is in those shots that injure the brain and cause mental issues.
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stolzy
Joined On 3/24/2011 1:26:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

remember Josphen Meagle the NAIS doctor well we got the same thing here now
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ame3843
Joined On 11/5/2021 11:30:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC, FDA & EVERYONE WHO WORK FOR THEM ARE A DISGRACE TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. I HOPE & PRAY NO ONE EVER TOOK

ANY HEALTH ADVISE FROM CDC & FDA, EVER!!
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The money is always there, it's just that the pockets change." A while back I inherited some contract work for one of the big

pharmaceutical companies. When I asked my colleague what I should charge, he said, "You can double your normal rate and they won't

even bat an eyelid."
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People do not realize that money is ENERGY, and that a lot of energy is an overwhelming and irresistable FORCE. To be sure,

BigpHARMa is corrupt as Hell, but the 1986 Liability Protection insured that whoever would make the most jabs would survive and

grow. So jabs have multiplied. [Para] The elimination of liability also FORCED vaxxes to become more dangerous. The next two years

will tell whether the mRNA jabs are bad enuf to wake people up. SOME have woken up now, and compliance to other jabs is dropping as

parents FINALLY do some research and opt out--about Hve percent. If the tragedy does not greatly deepen in 2023 and 2024, then we

have a worse vaccine coming.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Given the fact that the makers of the bioweapons aren’t required to share the ingredient list, are we surprised they’re protected too? I

still think the gubment is setting up the bioweapon makers for a fall.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do you think the bioweapon makers are getting set up for a fall? They are in bed with the gubmint.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't we call this what it really is?? It's state sponsored CHILD ABUSE on a massive scale and they not only want you to shut up and

obey, they want to kill your kid while they're at it... It's time for the Crimes Against Humanity charges & tribunals to be brought out

against these America & American hating criminals!!
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sueblue100
Joined On 1/27/2023 11:16:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet Idaho is trying to pass a bill to make it a crime to administer mrna injections. So is it also being said that people receiving these

injections are the property of the company that invented it? Heard that sort of nonsense with Monsanto with products containing their

DNA getting into neighboring farms. I don't know why the neighbor farms can't sue them for contaminating their crops. Furthermore, if

we pass our DNA to our children, would that mean we own our children?
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JPW1940
Joined On 9/6/2016 4:41:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These killers will not touch any young member of my family. It will not happen.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is truly becoming a three ring circus. Albert Bourla, CEO of PHzer, is a veterinarian. Bill Gates, who has no medical degree and

publicly stated that he advocates for population reduction on a very large scale, has appointed himself as the world’s foremost authority

on vaccines. Anthony Fauci has _ip _opped his position on mask wearing, natural immunity, the number of boosters required, etc. And

now they are considering Peter Hotez as Fauci’s replacement. Most of us saw Dr Mercola’s recent expose on Hotez a few days ago.

Just like the train in Palestine, Ohio, America (and many other countries on the globe) is/are falling off its tracks. Let’s call a spade a

spade. It’s obvious the pharma companies (many who have been convicted of felonies for being deceitful about their products) are

running the show. Wake up world!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, to these guys and a few gals, we are but cattle to be herded...We do need to witness what is occurring, as word on the stack

is Drs. Fauci and separately(?) Jeremy Ferrar from the Wellcome Trust in the UK (same end results with tons of money, never

achieved good results from 30 plus years of vaccn projects, as injuries and deaths mount up) have had myriad death threats on

their families, May be one reason Ferrar decided to join the WHO and move out of the UK to Switzerland...
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now we wait and see what the states do. You may have to re-locate.
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Cessna 172
Joined On 5/8/2008 6:14:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have never taken the covid or any of the _u vaccines nor will I. The FDA and the CDC have had their hands in the pockets of BIG

PHARMA for decades and will dance to any tune PHARMA plays. I don't trust any of the alphabet soup of agencies we have.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So,just to stop beating around the [bush], and with freedom of talk, Start reminding the controler` [Z] of medicine and MIND,, not

yours---That the moment they DIE ,they`re pennyless, and a good chance ,going to HELL TOO... "That which mercy can not rehabilitate,

Justice will eventually annihilate".
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newtonholly131gmail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 9:20:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as the patriot act is in place, endless states of emergency will be manufactured so that the alternative government will stay in

charge.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, our world changed permanently after that event under the watch of GW Bush, then Clinton and Obama kept the agenda

moving forward rapidly.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the War Powers Act. It, and the Patriot Act, have to both be repealed. And the Military Commissions Act (Torture bill), and

FISA, And and and....
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Disapeared
Joined On 10/5/2021 3:48:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless there will soon be the greatest miracle since the last Extinction, there is no hope for the survival of most life. Some reasons of

that forecast are based on observations of wildlife disappearance and years of increasing activities in the skies. Little bitty example

that you still can conHrm after these two situations. Compare the January 11-12 commercial _ight delays - cancelling with the

uninterrupted jetting back and forth of high-_ying long-tail birds of a feather.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russsia will bring the Greatest Miracle on Earth !!!!!!
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swonicky
Joined On 11/29/2012 1:29:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a chemical weapon, there is nothing in that injection that is biological, everything synthetic. the spike protein is a dendrimer, the

graphene is quamtom dot technology. A gift from the DOD, DARPA and BARDA, a fraud inside a fraud. NK
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kartoon1
Joined On 1/13/2013 12:52:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is absolutely stunning and murderous in so many ways. It’s mass genocide on our children. We have to shut these people down. It’s

demonic and has to be stopped.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many parents will absolutely just walk in the doctor’s oPce and take all the shots on this schedule! They do not questionthey do

not ask for any information on the shotswhen my son was born there was only 29 shots on the schedule there are now, if I remember

correctly, over 70 and mostof these are combined shots that have not been tested in the combined state on one vaccine. And we

wonder why our children are so sick?????
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The average child by age 7 now is injected 75 times. Right...how does a developing human life form stand a chance of true

robust and vibrant health with such an insult to it's delicate system. The EGO, tinkering and GREED of man goes un unabated with

literally no GENUINE concern for humanity. A sick society is just a good business model for Pharma
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YMApple
Joined On 12/3/2022 6:47:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I guess we will need a WW 3 to hide all this medical criminality fakery and Hnancial fraud. It will be great for Klaus and the Davos

gang....not so much for the rest of humanity (but most of them are ignorant, sometimes willingly so).
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well GUI! Good old billy took out his crystal ball again to warn us! https://youtu.be/Qk9Nd4uhJQg
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It only takes one generation to change and control society. Once you have power over the current generation, the offspring will follow

and comply. I thank God my parents had much common sense, discernment and acted in my family's best interests instead of simply

following the crowd. I can not comprehend what it is like to be a child in today's society.
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